With respect to the interval neutrosophic multi-attribute decision-making (MADM) problems, the MADM method based on some interval neutrosophic aggregation operators is developed. Firstly, the induced generalized interval neutrosophic hybrid arithmetic averaging (IGINHAA) operator and the induced generalized interval neutrosophic hybrid geometric mean (IGINHGM) operator are proposed, which can weight all the input arguments and their ordered positions. Further, regarding the situation where the input elements are interdependent, the induced generalized interval neutrosophic Shapley hybrid arithmetic averaging (IGINSHAA) operator and the induced generalized interval neutrosophic Shapley hybrid geometric mean (IGINSHGM) operator are proposed, which are
two types of neutrosophic entropy as extensions of Kaufman's formula and Kosko's formula, respectively. Biswas et al. [3] developed a modified GRA method for the single valued neutrosophic MADM problems with completely unknown weight information, and entropy of the SVNS is used to obtain the weight information. Biswas et al. [4] developed an extended TOPSIS method for the neutrosophic MADM problems. In fact, in some complex decision environment, it is insufficient to express the truth-membership degree, indeterminacy-membership degree and falsity membership degree by crisp values. Wang et al. [30] utilized interval numbers to denote these three parts, and defined the interval neutrosophic set (INS) as an instance of NS. Chi and Liu [7] developed an extended TOPSIS method to solve MADM problems with interval neutrosophic information, and the maximization deviation method is used to determine the attribute weights.
The neutrosophic aggregation operators are an important tool to process the neutrosophic MADM problems. Ye [36] proposed the single valued neutrosophic weighted geometric averaging (SVNWGA) operator and applied it to solve single valued neutrosophic decision-making problems. Liu et al. [13] proposed the single valued neutrosophic normalized weighted Bonferroni mean (SVNNWBM) operator which has the reducibility, idempotency and commutativity, and utilized it to handle the MADM problems with correlated attributes. Zhang et al. [46] arguments, but not consider the arguments themselves. In addition, these above interval neutrosophic number aggregation operators cannot reflect the correlations among the given arguments.
In the INNOWAA and INNOWGA operators, we can see that the reordering process depends on the values of the interval neutrosophic arguments and these two operators could not consider the importance of the aggregated arguments. However, in some real applications, this reordering may not meet our interests. Sometimes, the decision makers may want to order the arguments based on some other associated variables instead of the aggregated arguments. To overcome these shortcomings, the induced generalized interval neutrosophic hybrid arithmetic averaging (IGINHAA) operator and the induced generalized interval neutrosophic hybrid geometric mean (IGINHGM) operator are proposed in this paper. In addition, the aforementioned interval neutrosophic number operators only consider the addition of the importance of individual input arguments. However, in real decision making, the arguments (i.e., attributes) are often not independent. To address these situations, the induced generalized interval neutrosophic Shapley hybrid arithmetic averaging (IGINSHAA) operator and induced generalized interval neutrosophic Shapley hybrid geometric mean (IGINSHGM) operator are proposed in this paper. These two operators cannot only consider the importance of input arguments and their ordered positions, but also overall take into account the correlations among them and their ordered positions. Furthermore, due to time pressure, lacks of knowledge or data, and the expert's limited expertise, the weight information in the MADM problems is usually incompletely known or completely unknown. Models based on the cross entropy of the INNs are constructed to determine the attribute weight information. As a very important goal, a method of interval neutrosophic MADM with interactive criteria and incompletely known weight information is developed.
The remainder of this paper is constructed as follows. In Sect. 2, some basics in regard to INS are introduced, and the cross entropy of INSs is defined. In Sect. 3, we propose IGINHAA and IGINHGM operators and investigate their several proprieties. In Sect. 4, we review some basic concepts, such as the fuzzy measure and generalized Shapley function, and propose IGINSHAA and IGINSHGM operators. In Sect. 5, the models based on cross entropy of INSs are constructed to obtain the attribute weight information, and a method for the neutrosophic MADM is developed. In Sect. 6, a practical example is shown to verify the effectiveness of the developed method. In Sect. 7, the conclusions are summarized.
Preliminaries

Interval neutrosophic set (INS)
Definition 1 [46] . Suppose X is a universe of discourse, with a generic element in X represented by
indeterminacy-membership function and falsity-membership function, respectively, and satisfy
For convenience, we call
be any two INNs, the operational laws of them are shown as follows [46] .
Definition 2 [30] . Suppose a  F  a  I  a  I  a  T  a  T  a  F  a  I  a  T (  a  T  a  T  a  I  a  I  a  F  a  F  a  F  a  I  a  T  a   U  L  L 
be any two INNs, then the Euclidean distance between â and bˆ is defined as follows.
is an INN, and then )] Definition 5 [46] . Let â and bˆ be any two INNs, the comparison rules are provided as follows.
, then b a .
The cross entropy of INS
Before introducing the cross entropy and discrimination information measures between two INNs, we firstly review the notions of cross entropy and discrimination information measures between two fuzzy sets. Definition 6 [23] . Let )) ( ),..., ( ), ( (
be two fuzzy sets in the universe of discourse } ,..., ,
. The cross entropy between A and B is shown as follows.
However, the cross entropy ) , ( B  A  H is not symmetric in regard to its elements; a symmetric discrimination information measure is introduced by Shang et al. [23] , and sown as follows.
According to the cross entropy and discrimination information measures between two fuzzy sets, the cross entropy and discrimination information measures between two interval neutrosophic sets are defined as follows.
be two interval neutrosophic sets in the universe of discourse } ,..., ,
. The cross entropy between Â and B is defined as follows.
According to Shannon's inequality [11] , we can easily prove that 0 ) ,
for any X x i  . In addition, we can 
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The smaller ) , ( B  A  D is, the smaller the difference between Â and B is.
Induced generalized interval neutrosophic hybrid aggregation operators based on the additive measures
In this section, we will propose the IGINHAA and IGINHGM operators, which can weight the interval neutrosophic arguments and their ordered positions by the induced variables.
IGHAA operator
The induced generalized hybrid averaging (IGHA) operator [16] is a generalization of induced ordered weighted averaging (IOWA) operator [35] and the hybrid weighted averaging (HWA) operator 
Moreover, Merigo proposed the induced generalized hybrid averaging (IGHA) operator [16] , which is a generalization of HWA operator by utilizing generalized means [9] and order inducing variables.
However, the IGHA operator has not the properties, such as boundedness and idempotency. Based on HWAA operator, Meng et al. [15] proposed an induced generalized hybrid arithmetical averaging (IGHAA) operator which has the boundedness and idempotency. Definition 9 [15] . Suppose ) ,..., 2 , 1 (
is a set of order-inducing variables, and  is a parameter
. An IGHAA operator of dimension n is a mapping IGHAA: R R n  on the set of the second arguments of two tuples , , , , ,..., , (
IGINHAA operator
The IGHAA operator fails to aggregate interval neutrosophic information, in this section; we will extend it to INNs, and propose the IGINHAA operator.
is a set of order-inducing variables, and  is a parameter with
. An IGINHAA operator of dimension n is a mapping IGINHAA:
However, if there is a tie between   
Whose aggregated valued is also an INN.
Proof.
Firstly, we prove Eq. (14) holds. Next, we prove Eq. (14) is an INN. It is easy to prove the following inequalities. 
, then we get the interval neutrosophic number weighted averaging aggregation (INNWAA) operator [46] . Remark 2. If 2   , then the IGINHAA operator reduces to the induced interval neutrosophic hybrid quadratic averaging (IINHQA) operator.
From these remarks, we can know that IGINHAA operator is the generalized form of IINHAA, INNWAA and IINHQA operators.
Based on the operational laws of INNs, we shall prove that the IGINHAA operator has the following properties. Limited to the space, the proofs of the properties of IGINHAA operator are omitted in here.
IGINHGM operator
In terms of the IGINHAA operator and geometric mean, we define an IGINHGM operator. . Such that,
 is a weight vector on the ordered set } ,..., Similar to the proof of the Theorem 1, it is easy to get the result. 
From these remarks, we can know that IGINHGM operator is the generalized form of IINHGM,
INNWGA and IINHQG operators.
Similar to the proofs of the properties of IGINHAA operator, we can prove that the IGINHGM operator also has idempotency, commutativity, monotonicity and boundedness. It is omitted here.
The induced generalized interval neutrosophic hybrid aggregation operators based on the Shapley function
Although the IGINHAA and IGINHGM operators can weight the interval neutrosophic arguments and their ordered positions, they are under the implicit assumption that the aggregated interval neutrosophic arguments are independent. However, in some situations, especially in some decision making, the input elements maybe exist some correlations, these two operators cannot process this condition. To address this situation, we shall propose two new aggregation interval neutrosohphic operators, named IGINSHAA and IGINSHGM operators, which not only weight the interval neutrosophic arguments and their ordered positions, but also consider the interactions among them and among their ordered positions.
Fuzzy measures and the generalized Shapley function
Definition 12 [27] . A fuzzy measure on a finite set n} {1,2,..., N  is a set function ]
. It satisfies the following conditions:
(1) Boundary:
is the power set of N . In MADM problems,
can be regarded as the importance the of the attribute set F . The generalized Shapley function was provided by Shapley [24] , which is shown as follows.
where  is a fuzzy measure on } ,..., 2 , 1 { n N 
, n and f represent the cardinalities of N and F , respectively. From the generalized Shapley function, we know that it is an expectation value of the overall interaction between the element N i  and every combination in i N \ . From the Eq. (21) and the Definition 12, it is easy to know that 
n n a u a u a u IGINSHAA (23) Whose aggregated valued is also an INN.
Similar to the proof of the Theorem 1, it is easy to get the result. (25) Similar to the proofs of the properties of IGINHAA operator, we can see that the IGINSHAA operator has properties, such as idempotency, commutativity, monotonicity and boundedness. Similar to the proof of the Theorem 1, it is easy to get the result. 
IGINSHGM operator
From the above analysis, we can know that IGINSHGM operator is the generalized form of IGINHGM, IINSHGM and IINSHQG operators.
Similar to the IGINSHAA operator, we can prove that the IGINSHGM operator has idempotency, commutativity, monotonicity and boundedness. It is omitted here.
An approach to MADM under interval neutrosophic environment
For a MADM problem with interval neutrosophic information, in which the criteria are interactive, suppose } ,..., ,
is the attribute value expressed by the interval neutrosophic information for alternative i A with respect to attribute
The models based on cross entropy for obtaining the optimal fuzzy measures
Due to time pressure, lack of knowledge, the expert's limited expertise about the complex problems, the attribute weights are usually incompletely known [33] . Because the cross entropy is a very important method to obtain the weight vector [32, 38, 45] , the models based on the cross entropy are respectively established to obtain the optimal fuzzy measures on the attribute set and on the ordered set.
Here, the Shapley values can overall reflects the correlations between criteria, and it is regarded as the criteria weights.
Firstly, we use the approach proposed by Zhang et al. [45] to obtain the optimal fuzzy measure  on the attribute set C . Suppose ) ,..., , ( (30) We can get the performance of alternative i A with respect to attribute j C as follows. [ 45] , we can construct the following model to obtain the optimal fuzzy measure  on the attribute Then, we consider how to get the optimal fuzzy measure  on the ordered set } ,...,
. if the weight information about ordered positions is partly known, the following model can be constructed to obtain the optimal fuzzy measure  on the ordered set N .
is the Shapley value of the j th position with respect to the fuzzy measure  , and
. It should be noted that If the weight information for the ordered positions is completely unknown ) ,..., 2 , 1 ( ) ( n j W j j    in the above model should be omitted.
The decision procedure
According to above models and induced generalized interval neutrosophic Shapley hybrid operators, we propose a procedure to handle MADM problems in which the attribute values are in the form of INNs and the weight information for attributes and ordered positions are incompletely known. The steps are given as follows.
Step 1: Evaluate the alternatives with respect to the criteria to construct the interval neutrosophic matrix n m ij
Step 2: Utilize Eq. (31) to calculate performance of alternative ) ,..., 2 ,
Step 3: Utilize model (32) to obtain the optimal fuzzy measure  on the attribute C , and calculate their Shapley values.
Step 4: Utilize model (33) to obtain the optimal fuzzy measure  on the ordered set N , and calculate their Shapley values.
Step 5: Utilize IGINSHAA operator or IGINSHGM operator to determine comprehensive interval neutrosophic value i r of each alternative ) , ,...,
Step 6: Utilize Definition 5 to construct the possibility matrix of the score function value.
Step 7: Rank all the alternatives   n a a a ,..., ,
by comparison rules of interval neutrosophic numbers, and select the best alternative(s).
Step 8: End.
An illustrative example
Let us consider the MADM problems with respect to a manufacturing company to evaluate the global suppliers based on the core competencies of suppliers (adapted from Ref. [29] Step 2: Utilize model (32) to obtain the optimal fuzzy measures on the attribute set C , the programming model is shown as follows. 
Step 3: Utilize model (33) Step 6: Get the order of the alternatives, we have. 1 3 4 2 a a a a    Thus, the best alternative is 2 a .
The evaluation steps by IGINSHGM operator
Step Step 6: Get the order of the alternatives, we have. Thus, the best alternative is 2 a .
Analysis the influence of the parameter 
In order to demonstrate the influence of the parameter  on decision making results, we use the different values  in IGINSHAA operator and IGINSHGM operator to rank the alternatives. The ranking results are listed in Table 2 .
As we can see from Table 2 , the ranking results of the alternatives are different for the different values  in IGINSHAA and IGINSHGM operators. But the best alternative from the different values  is the same in IGINSHAA operator. Thus, the individual or organization can properly select the favorable alternative in terms of his interest and the actual needs. In general, we can get 1   . 
Comparison with the exiting methods
In order to demonstrate the practicality and effectiveness of the developed method in this paper, we can compare the proposed method with the existing method proposed by Zhang et al. [47] . The steps are shown as follows.
Step 1: Utilize the maximization deviation method to determine the attribute weights, the model is established as follows. 
